
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Legend

Martial Arts - Dreaming Pearl Courtesan Style

Elegant Weapon Repertoire
Core, p. 457/458

Add the accuracy bonus of a weapon to the raw damage
of withering attacks or one die to the raw damage of

decisive. Can also suffuse accessory, garment, etc. with
Essence and turn them into weapons. Mastery applies.

Demure Carp Feint
Core, p. 456/457

Add a bonus to Evasion or disengaging. If the stylists
appearance is higher than her opponent‘s Resolve, the
bonus is increased. Successfuly defending grants Init.

Mastery: When stylist gains Init on defense, enemy looses some

Dreaming Pearl Courtesan Form
Core, p. 458

Attack out to short range with melee attacks. Clothing
enchanted with Pearlescent Filigree Defense is treatet

as light artifact armor, while weapons readied with
Elegant Weapon Repertoire become light artifact weapons.

Invoking the Chimera‘s Coils
Core, p. 459/460

Cast off the veils of self and turn into a strange form resembling
a mix between a fowl, carp gazelle and more. The stylist

is granted a variety of bonuses.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Seven Storms Escape Prana
Core, p. 459

Subtract stylists appearance rating from a roll
made to oppose one of her disengage attempts, to

rush her or to control a clinch against her.
Mastery: Duration is extended to One Round.

Vindictive Concubine‘s Pillow Book
Core, p. 459

Apply double 10s on the damage roll of a decisive attack.
For any of four given criteria listed that apply, the stylist

is granted consecutively better doubles, up to double 7s.
Terrestrial/Mastery applies, refer the book.

Fragrant Petal Fascination Kata
Core, p. 459

Add permanent Essence in bonus successes to an inspire
roll made to fill enemies with emotions of love, lust, mercy,

etc., no penalty for multiple targets. Can enhance other
social actions. Refer the book for this complex Charm.

Charm Name
Book Name / Page Reference

Short Descriptor.
This does not contain full rules-text, but intends to confer

an at-a-glance info about this Charms capabilities.
Please refer to the book for full details.

Permanent Essence requirements in dots

Permanent Ability requirements in dots

Repruchase/Upgrade available
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Pearlescent Filigree Defense
Core, p. 458

Clothing worn by the stylist counts as light armor that is
explicitly compatible with this style. Spend motes to increase

soak, limited by appearance.  Mastery: Gain hardness
against an attack and some motes for defensive purposes.

Flurry of August Leaves
Core, p. 458/459

Enhances an attack based upon the tag(s) the weapon
employs. Only one such attack can be chosen for every

action used to attack.

☑
☑

Dreaming Pearl Style Info
Subtle a style, Dreaming Pearl Courtesan is graceful, elusive
and lethal. Students of the style learn to maneuver into
perfect position, gain the confidence and trust of her victims
and when they are at their most vulnerable, they reveal
their nature as killers, fighting with deadly grace and the
elusiveness of a dream...

Complementary Abilities are Dodge, Performance and Presence.

Weapons
• Unarmed
• War Fan
• Whip
• Improvised Weapons

Armor
Incompatible with all
forms of armor.


